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Abstract: - In today’s information age, information sharing and transfer has increased exponentially. The
information vulnerable to unauthorised access and interception, while in storage or transmission. Cryptography and
Steganography are the two major techniques for secret communication. The contents of secret message are
scrambled in cryptography, where as in steganography the secret message is embedded into the cover medium. This
paper presents a new generalized model by combining cryptographic and steganographic Technique. These two
techniques encrypt the data as well as hide the encrypted data in another medium so the fact that a message being
sent is concealed. In cryptography we are using advanced encryption standard (AES) algorithm to encrypt secret
message and then alteration component method is used to hide encrypted message. By using these two techniques
the security of secret data increases to two tier and a high quality of stego image is obtained.
Keywords: Steganography techniques, Cryptography techniques, Information Hiding, Information Security, Image
hiding, Advance encryption standard (AES)

1. Introducti on:
Classic methods of securing commun ication main ly
base on cryptography, which encrypts plain text to
generate cipher text. However, the transmission of
cipher text may easily arouse attackers‘ suspicion, and
the cipher text may thus be intercepted, attacked or
decrypted violently. In order to make up for the
shortcomings
of
cryptographic
techniques,
steganography has been developed as a new covert
communicat ion means in recent years. It transfers
message secretly by embedding it into a cover
med iu m with the use of information hiding
techniques.
Cryptography and Steganography are two important
branches of information security. Cryptography
provides encryption techniques for a secure
communicat ion. Cryptography is the science that
studies the mathematical techniques for keeping
message secure and free fro m attacks [1], [2].
Steganography is the art and science of hiding
communicat ion [3]. Steganography involves hiding
informat ion so it appears that no information is hidden
at all.
Cryptography and Steganography achieve the same
goal via different means. Encryption encodes the data
so that an unintended recipient cannot determine its
intended meaning. Steganography, in contrast
attempts to prevent an unintended recipient fro m
suspecting that the data is there. [4].Co mb ining
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encryption with steganography allows for a better
private commun ication. The goal of steganography is
to avoid drawing suspicion to the transmission of the
secret message. On other hand, steganalysis is a way
of detecting possible secret communication using
against steganography. That is, steganalysis attempts
to defeat steganography techniques. It relies on the
fact that hiding informat ion in digital media alters the
carriers and introduces unusual signatures or some
form of degradation that could be explo ited. Thus, it
is crucial that a steganography system to ascertain that
the hidden messages are not detectable.
This paper organized in Sect ions . Firstly I describe
the introduction of Steganography and Cryptography
Techniques under the heads of Introduction in
Section-I. Subsequently I have gone through the
literature rev iew and give overview of A ES. A ll this
we have mentioned under heads of Backgrounds in
Section-II. In Section-III, the proposed architecture
and mechanism described in detail. Finally, this paper
concluded and mentions its further enhancements
under future scope in Section – IV and Section-V
respectively. All used references used during writing
of this paper are mention in Section – VI under head of
references.
2. Background
Co mpared to other types of steganography, image
steganography has attracted extensive research as well
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as popular usability in recent years. This is due to the
fact that huge amounts of data can be hidden without
perceptible impact to the carriers and possibly because
of the popularity of electronic images that have
become widely available. With this in mind, I
describe steganography techniques and tools that use
image files in mo re details. I present a set of criteria to
appraise them. Due to limited space, we include a
subset of the tools that we have studied and compared.
An early wo rk on the image steganography is Least
Significant Bit technique (LSB) [5, 8, 10]. This
technique is simp le in both the embedding and deembedding (extract ing messages ) processes, but
suffers several disadvantages. Fridrich et al. [14] point
out that recent advances in steganalysis have shown
that LSB does not guarantee detectability, evidenced
by the fact that they can be successfully attacked
using statistical [15], or even visual attacks [13]. In
addition, it is extremely vulnerable. For examp le, re saving in a BMP image can destroy the hidden
informat ion [5]. Further this technique is not
appropriate for JPEG and GIF format.
Transform do main steganographic methods hide data
in the coefficients of the represented domain [6, 12].
After mapping the signals to another domain such as
discrete Fourier transform, cosine transform, Hartley
transform, and wavelet
transforms, the obtained coefficients are altered or
replaced [17]. The methods are more robust than
spatial domain embedding techniques while
maintaining good image quality. They are also
independent to various image file formats either lossy
or lossless image formats; however, have lower
capacity. Examp les include F5 [20], Out Guess [7] and
StegHide [9].
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES )
Advanced Encryption Standard is the Rijndael
algorith m by two researchers Dr. Joan Daemon and
Dr. Vincent Rijmen fro m Belg iu m [16], [18]. Unlike
its predecessor, DES, A ES does not use a Feistel
network [11]. The A ES algorith m is a symmetric key
block cipher with a block length of 128 bits and
support for key lengths of 128, 192, and 256 bits. The
AES algorith m is a symmetric key algorithm which
means the same key is used to both encrypt and
decrypt a message. Also, the cipher text produced by
the AES algorith m is the same size as the plain text
message. Most of the operations in the AES algorith m
take place on bytes of data or on words of data 4 bytes
long, which are represented in the field GF (28),
called the Galois Field. A ES is based on a design
principle known as a Substitution permutation
network. A ES operates on a 4×4 matrix of bytes,
termed the state. The AES cipher is specified as a
number of repetitions of transformation rounds that
convert the input plaintext into the final output of
ciphertext. Each round consists of several processing
steps, including one that depends on the encryption
key. A set of reverse rounds are applied to transform
ciphertext back into the original p laintext using the
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same encryption key. The AES algorith m loops
through certain sections Nr times.
It is fast in both software and hardware.
AES Algorith m have fo llo wing steps.
1) Key Expansion—Round keys are derived fro m the
cipher key using Rijndael's key schedule.
2) Init ial Round
a) Add Round Key—each byte of the state is
combined with the round key using bitwise XOR.
3) Rounds
a) Sub Bytes—a non-linear substitution step where
each byte is replaced with another according to a
lookup table.
b) Shift Rows—A transposition step where each row
of the state is shifted cyclically a certain nu mber o f
steps.
c) Mix Co lu mns—a mixing operation which operates
on the columns of the state, combining the four bytes
in each colu mn.
d) Add Round Key
4) Final Round (no Mix Colu mns)
a) Sub Bytes
b) Shift Ro ws
c) Add Round Key
Advantages of using AES algorithm
1) Very Secure.
2) Reasonable Cost.
3) Main Characteristics
i) Flexibility, ii) Simp licity
3. Proposed Techni que:
3.1 Proposed Message Embedding Procedure:

Fig 1: Sender Pros pect
Figure-1 shows the sender‘s prospect of Proposed
Technique in which the secret information is
encrypted by using advance encrypted standard (AES)
encryption algorithm. Then encrypted message is
embedded into cover image by using Alteration
component technique. Image containing the secret
data is called stego image. Next phase is to select the
stego key for encoding. In Embedding process data is
hidden by using Alteration component technique in
which pixels have been replaced by key and secret
message. Firstly key is converted into binary form and
its binary form is filled in the first component of first
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pixels. After then, secret message is converted into
binary form and its binary form is filled in first
component of next p ixels.

standard (AES) decryption algorith m is used to
decrypt message. Finally we get the Secret Data
which is embedded.

Embedding Algorithm
Step (a): Ext ract all the pixels in the given image and
store it in the array called Pixel-Array.
Step (b): Extract all the characters in the given text
file and store it in the array called Character- Array.
Step (c): Ext ract all the characters from the Stego key
and store it in the array called Key - Array.
Step (d): Choose first pixel and pick characters fro m
Key- Array and place it in first component of pixel. If
there are more characters in Key- Array, then place
rest in the first component of next pixels, otherwise
follow Step (e).
Step (e): Place some terminating symbol to indicate
end of the key. ‗0‘ has been used as a terminating
symbol in this algorith m.
Step (f): Place characters of Character- Array in each
first component (blue channel) of next pixels by
replacing it.
Step (g): Repeat step (f) t ill all the characters has
been embedded.
Step (h): Again place some terminating symbol to
indicate end of data.
Step (i): Obtained image will hide all the characters
that we input.

Extraction Algorithm
Step (a): Consider three arrays. Let they be
Character-Array, Key-Array and Pixel-Array.
Step (b): Extract all the pixels in the given image and
store it in the array called Pixel-Array.
Step (c): No w, start scanning pixels fro m first pixel
and extract key characters fro m first (blue) co mponent
of the pixels and place it in Key-Array. Fo llo w Step 3
till we get terminating symbol, otherwise follow step
(d).
Step (d): If this extracted key matches with the key
entered by the receiver, then follo w Step 5, otherwise
terminate the program by displaying message ―Key
is not matching.
Step (e): If the key is valid, then again start scanning
next pixels and extract secret message characters from
first (blue) co mponent of next p ixels and place it in
Character Array. Fo llo w Step (e) till we get
terminating symbol, otherwise follow step 6.
Step (f): Extract secret message from CharacterArray.

3.2 Proposed Message Extraction Procedure:

Fig 2: Recei ver Pros pect
Figure-2 shows the receiver‘s prospect of Proposed
Technique in which the sender sends a stego-image to
the receiver or legitimate user. The legitimate user
having the stego key to extract s ecret data from stego
image. The legitimate user must have the same key
with wh ich the image is embedded. On Stego image
Extracting process is applied by using Alteration
component technique. After data extract ion I get the
secret message which is in encrypted form. Advanced
encryption
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4. Conclusion
Cryptography and steganography are two majo r
branches of data security. In this proposed system
cryptographic and steganographic security is
combined to give two tier security to secret data. In
proposed scheme secret message is encrypted before
hiding it into the cover image wh ich gives high
security to secret data. Advanced encryption standard
(AES) is used to encrypt secret Message and
Alteration component technique is used to hide
encrypted secret message into cover image. Since the
resulting perceptual quality of the mixed images is
good, it is hardly attracted from eavesdropper by
naked eye. Finally we can conclude that the proposed
technique is effective for secret data commun ication.
5. Future As pects
In the future work, there is a planning to design a
sophisticated software based on this technique which
will targeted to use in highly secure multimed ia data
transmission applications.
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